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Every year around 200 million people are affected by hazards of different nature. In most of these situations public protection and disaster relief personnel are usually the first responders to provide help. To provide differential relief coverage in these scenarios, novel communication and network functionalities are being demanded, relegating today’s narrowband private radio (PMR) emergency systems to the background. These are data-support, increased coverage, broadband communication, and high reliability which will be addressed by novel communication technologies such as Long Term Evolution (LTE), LTE Advanced-pro, and future 5G. In this work we tackle two key technological solutions for future emergency communication networks such as an architecture based on relay nodes and enhanced user equipment by means of multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) techniques.

1. Introduction

In the last decade, a total of 6,090 disasters were reported globally, originated from both natural hazards such as climatological, geophysical, meteorological, hydrological, and biological and artificial or technological hazards, being industrial, transport, and miscellaneous [1]. This figure yields around 600 disasters per year around the globe.

This amount of disasters has implied that 771,911 people were deceased under those circumstances over the last 10 years. In addition, the figure for the people affected by these hazards is close to 200 million every year, understanding people affected as those who were injured, whose house was destroyed, or those who required immediate help and aid such as salvage, basic survival needs, and medical aids [2].

Data on the number of people affected and the typology of the disaster are very useful information for disaster awareness, for the potential planning of a response and for the definition of future strategies for lowering disaster impact. The reduction of disaster risk and disaster losses is the objective of the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) 2015–2030 [3], proposing a broad people-centered approach and a shift in emphasis from disaster management to disaster risk management. Many measures are to be tackled with this purpose: economic, structural, legal, social, health, cultural, educational, environmental, technological, political, and institutional. Nevertheless, even within this broad approach there is in most of the cases a first need for human intervention for emergency reaction after the disaster and this is where first responders, public protection, and disaster relief personnel or emergency services appear. Specifically, Priority 4 “Enhancing disaster preparedness for effective response and to Build Back Better in recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction” [3] deals with, among others, contingency programs, resilience of infrastructure, workforce training, disaster risk, social technologies, hazard-monitoring telecommunications systems, and emergency communications infrastructure. Hence, technology and, in particular, communication and information systems are two
of the instruments that have always played and will play a very important role on disaster managing, preparedness and intervention [4–6].

One example are social networks, they have been a distributed source of information with the ability to have local access to data in situ. Twitter and Facebook were used within the Ushahidi open-source crisis-mapping software in Haiti to gather information together with an SMS platform [7]. Also different technologies are being explored to provide first responders with enhanced communication capabilities to alleviate, resolve, or overcome an emergency situation. One of the key programs in 2016 for the US Department of Homeland Security was the usage of wearable technology that includes physiological sensors for health support, high-performance materials, communications capabilities, and context awareness.


Narrowband Private Mobile Radio (PMR) systems support certain mission-critical features, i.e., device-to-device (D2D) calling, one-to-many calling, push-to-talk calling, etc. However enhanced capabilities such as robust broadband infrastructure, augmented information availability to enhance situational awareness, and rapidly deployable systems for streamline operations will rely on future wireless communication systems (LTE, LTE Advance-pro, 5G) [8] that, being aware of these advanced communications needs, are already proposing specific standardized solutions [9] for emergency scenarios.

New trends in business such as disruptive technologies, hypercompetition, new customer power and quality demands, etc. are affecting the vertical industries in different ways and this is why industries requirements are more and more demanding. Here is where 5G technologies, specifically network slicing, play a very relevant role. Traditionally, telecommunication networks were based on physical nodes that provided all the services that the operator offered and whose configuration was not performed automatically. Information and communications technologies (ICT) development have led to understand networks in a different way, introducing the concept of logical network, where networks are designed, instantiated, and operated on-demand, meeting the requirements of the business, customers, or services. These logical networks are named network slices. A network slice, hence, covers a complete set of network functions to give a specific service. Therefore, network slices can tackle a huge variety of technical aspects to meet the requirements for each specific service. These requirements can go from latency, throughput (uplink and downlink), availability and resilience, reliability or coverage, to communication security aspects [10]. Public safety is one of the vertical industries whose requirements will be met with 5G technologies whose most important needs are a reliable connectivity, coverage, and enough throughput to transfer any content that may be helpful in a disaster situation.

In this work we explore two key aspects of public safety vertical: high-throughput and connectivity/coverage. With this aim, a network architecture based on relays for a rapidly deployable communication infrastructure is presented and spectral efficiency is improved by means of multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) antenna technology. MIMO technology here has a different approach which is targeting the user end by seamlessly deploying a large number of antennas in textile technology.

2. Technological Solution to Address Broadband Coverage

In this section we present a network architecture proposal for future public safety communications that may improve important weakness of current PMR networks such as the limited coverage and spectral efficiency giving rise to the use of multimedia services. The architecture envisions a two-hop relay network, merging massive MIMO textile technology into the LTE cellular network.

As depicted in Figure 1, in the proposed network three main components (base transceiver station (BTS), relay node, and user equipment (UE)) and two main links can be distinguished. One of them defines the base station coverage area which is defined between the base station and a relay node and the second one establishes the relay node coverage area between the repeater device and the user equipment.
2.1. Relay Node. Thanks to the Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) standard defined by the 3GPP, different methods to improve coverage at relatively low cost to the operator have been brought in. Among them relay nodes can be highlighted.

Relay nodes are classified into different categories attending to different characteristics such as the level of the protocol stack in which the user traffic is transmitted, and the functions enabled in the control plane [11], and the transparency [12] with respect to the user or the use of the spectrum [13]. A more detailed explanation is given below.

2.1.1. Level in the Protocol Stack. Layer 1, 2, and 3 relay nodes can be distinguished in this category. Layer 1 relays (also known as repeaters) act amplifying and forwarding the downlink and uplink signals between the user equipment (UE) and the BTS, just like a simple analog amplifier. This fact allows extending the coverage area of an existing base station to locations where it cannot reach by itself. It should be noticed that Layer 1 relays work in a nontransparent mode and typically the noise from the link between the base station and the relay is amplified in the next link. Layer 2 and 3 relays essentially decode the incoming signal and remodulate and reencode it before the amplified version is forwarded. These kinds of relays avoid drawbacks such as noise being amplified and retransmitted.

2.1.2. Spectrum Use. Two types of relays can be distinguished depending on the use of the spectrum in the different links: in-band and out-of-band. In the first case, the link between the base station and the relay shares the same frequency as the link between the relay and the UE. On the other case, the link between the BTS and the relay does not share the same frequency as the link between the relay and the UE.

2.1.3. Transparency. The main difference between nontransparent and transparent operation modes lies in how framing information is transmitted. In nontransparent mode, the relay nodes transmit frame header information mainly containing scheduling information that it is useful for the nodes to know when they can transmit and receive information. Conversely, in transparent operation mode relay nodes do not transmit frame header information.

From now on, attending to the protocol stack classification we will assume an amplify-and-forward relay scenario.

2.2. Massive MIMO Textile Technology in the UE. To enable high spectral efficiency necessities of current public safety networks, the textile antenna technology, which allows us to deploy MIMO-based personal area networks in the proximity of the human body, appears to be a promising solution [14]. The main idea behind this technology consists on embedding a large textile antenna array which acts as a transmitter/ receiver at the user's garments (see Figure 2), bringing the benefits of massive MIMO directly to the user's end. It must be noticed that communications using the textile technology may be on-body (wireless communication link between devices placed in the body of the user) or off-body (wireless link is established between devices place in the body such as a video camera and an external element like the base station).

We consider a textile planar array whose main features are described in [14, 15] and summarized in Table 1. The number of antennas of this particular design is \( N = 40 \); nevertheless other configurations will also be explored in Section 4.

3. MIMO-Relaying Scenario Modeling and Performance

We analyze a two-hop single relay scenario with multiple radiating elements at the source/BTS \((M)\), relay \((R)\), and destination/UE \((N)\) working in an amplify-and-forward mode (Layer 1 relay). The relay node is assumed to work in half-duplex mode. This means that communication from source to relay and from relay to destination is carried out in two different time slots. Additionally, we assume that there is no direct link between the source and destination.
During the first time slot, the transmitted signal from the source propagates through the first-hop channel, and the received signal at the relay is given by
\[ y_r = \sqrt{\rho_1} H_{rd} x_t + n_r \] (1)
where \( x_t \) is the \( M \times 1 \) transmitted signal vector with normalized power, \( H_{rd} \) is the \( R \times M \) channel matrix between the source and the relay, \( \rho_1 \) is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the source-relay link, and \( n_r \) is the \( R \times 1 \) relay noise vector with normalized variance.

During the second time slot, the relay amplifies the received signal defined in (1) and forwards it to the destination. The received signal at the UE is as follows:
\[ y_d = \sqrt{\rho_d} H_{rd} G H_{sr} x_t + \left[ \sqrt{\rho_d} H_{rd} G \right] n_r n_d \] (2)
where \( H_{rd} \) is the \( N \times R \) channel matrix between the relay and the destination, \( G \) is the \( R \times R \) relay amplification factor, \( \rho_d \) is the relay-destination link SNR, and \( n_d \) is the \( N \times 1 \) destination noise vector with normalized variance.

3.1. Channel Model. In our analysis, the first-hop channel \( H_{sr} \) is modeled by a Rayleigh i.i.d fading distribution, assuming a full-scattering environment and large spacing among antennas at both, the BTS and the relay. The second hop channel \( H_{rd} \), defined between the UE equipped with MIMO textile technology and the relay node, is modeled to take into account the textile antenna parameters and radiation patterns in transmission and reception and the surrounding scattering environment. Each element \( h_{nm} \) in the channel matrix \( H_{rd} \) is described by the Green’s function sampled at the position of the \( n \)-th receiving antenna \( r_n^d \) given that the point source is located at the \( m \)-th transmitting antenna \( r_m^t \) [16]:
\[ h_{nm} = \int \int G_m(\theta, \phi) G_n^t(\theta', \phi') S(k' (\theta', \phi'), \mathbf{k} (\theta, \phi)) \]
\[ \cdot e^{-jk(\theta, \phi)r_m^t} e^{jk'(\theta', \phi')r_n^d} dk' (\theta', \phi') dk (\theta, \phi). \] (3)
where \( G_m(\theta, \phi) \) and \( G_n^t(\theta', \phi') \) represent the radiation patterns in azimuth (\( \phi \)) and elevation (\( \theta \)) at the transmitter and receiver, respectively, \( \mathbf{k}(\theta, \phi) \) and \( \mathbf{k}'(\theta', \phi') \) are the wave vector space at the transmitter and receiver, respectively, and \( S(k' (\theta', \phi'), \mathbf{k} (\theta, \phi)) \) is the channel scattering function, which relates the plane wave’s emitting and receiving directions, \( \mathbf{k} \) and \( \mathbf{k}' \), respectively. It must be noticed that this channel model assumes single-polarized antennas as the ones described in Section 2.2 and therefore the transmit and receive vector fields together with the channel scattering function can be considered scalars. However, this model could be easily extended to further consider different polarization if we work with vectorial fields and a dyad transformation function as scattering [17, 18].

The vector space can be sampled into \( L \) plane waves at the transmitter and \( L' \) plane waves at the receiver to cover the entire space. Then, the channel matrix can be decomposed [19] into the product of five matrices \( H_{rd} = B_{x_n}^{L'} \Sigma_{x_n} H_{id} \Sigma_{rx} B_{tx} \), where \( B_{x_n} \) (\( L' \times N \)) and \( B_{tx} \) (\( L \times R \)) are beamforming matrices depending on the antenna geometry and radiation patterns, \( H_{rd} \) (\( L' \times L \)) is a complex Gaussian random matrix with i.i.d. components and variance one, and \( \Sigma_{rx} \) and \( \Sigma_{tx} \) are normalized diagonal matrices whose main diagonal is shaped with the corresponding angular power spectra. The MC between antenna elements is then captured via the coupling matrices \( C_{x_n} \) and \( C_{tx} \) as shown in [12].

The resulting channel matrix is given by \( H_{rd} = C_{rx} B_{r_n}^{L'} \Sigma_{rx}^{1/2} \Sigma_{tx}^{1/2} B_{tx} C_{tx} \).

3.2. Relay Amplification Factor. We assume that the relay node simply applies a linear transformation on the received signal \( y_r \) by means of the relay amplification factor \( \mathbf{G} \) as follows:
\[ \mathbf{G} = \beta \mathbf{I}_R \] (4)

Parameter \( \beta \) is defined in order to achieve the relay-destination link SNR \( \rho_d \) [20, 21]:
\[ \beta = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\rho_d ||H_{rd}||_F^2 + 1}} \] (5)
where \( || \cdot ||_F \) represents the squared Frobenius norm. It must be noticed that in our model the power is assumed to be allocated uniformly over all the antennas.

3.3. Achievable Rates for the Relay Scenario. The achievable rates of the amplify-and-forward half-duplex MIMO-based two-hop single relay channel with \( \mathbf{G} \) as in (4) and (5) can be written as in (6) [22, 23].

Since the transmission is completed in two different time instances, the spectral efficiency is reduced by half and the SNR of each of the links are doubled.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the two-hop relay architecture in terms of achievable rates with different antenna configurations. On the one hand, we analyze the achieved capacity in one scenario where the textile array deployed at the UE is built with \( N = 40 \) antennas and the BTS and relay count with \( M = R = \{1, 4, 8, 20\} \). On the other hand, we analyze the optimal relay position to maximize the achieved capacity for different antenna configurations. In this particular case, we consider the same number of antennas in all communications ends \( M = R = N = \{1, 2, 4, 6, 10\} \) and study the impact of the SNR level on the optimization. Simulations are carried out generating 500 channel samples using the channel model presented in Section 3.

Figure 3 shows the achieved capacity when different levels of SNR. At low SNR values such as SNR = 0 dB data rates values from approximately 1.6 Mbps up to 48 Mbps can be achieved considering a bandwidth of 10 MHz. On the other hand, at high SNR regimes like SNR = 10 dB, achieved data rates go from 10 Mbps up to 200 Mbps. As expected, the achieved capacity increases as the number of antennas increases.
4.1. Optimal Relay Allocation. Scenarios with low SNR are the candidates for the deployment of a MIMO-based relay solution to increase coverage or improve rates. To illustrate that, we will show next the average achievable rates in different positions of the relay. The SNR model assumes an exponent path loss of 3.32 which has been measured in outdoor-to-indoor scenarios with the UE equipped with textile antennas placed underground [24]. The plots include as a reference the achievable rates of a direct link scenario, with no relay, showing which is the best relay configuration (normalized position) to improve the direct link achievable rates.

$$R = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \det \left( I_N + \frac{4P_d P_r}{M} H_{rd} H_{sr} H_{sr} H_{rd}^\dagger + 2P_r \|H_{sr} \|_F^2 I_N + I_N \right)$$

From Figure 4 it is possible to corroborate that the relay node presence appears to be especially useful at low SNR scenarios. In fact, as the SNR value increases, the performance of the relay network in terms of capacity falls slightly below the direct link case. Depending on the existing number of antennas, the coverage region where the relay node is useful (relay capacity is higher than the direct link capacity) varies, being smaller as the number of antennas increases. Furthermore, from the results in Figure 4 we can also obtain the optimal relay position leading to the maximum achievable rate in those scenarios where the relay architecture outperforms the direct link transmission.

5. Conclusions

This work proposes a network and physical layer solution based on LTE-A and future 5G capabilities to improve public safety communications, which are currently conveyed through narrowband PMR systems and mainly focused on offering limited voice services. We have analyzed the performance in terms of capacity of an amplify-and-forward relay network when massive MIMO textile technology is deployed at the user side. Additionally, we have evaluated the optimal relay location with the purpose of maximizing the achieved capacity in the two-hop network. Simulation results illustrate the viability of the proposed design, specifically for low SNR scenarios where the relay node will allow us to extend the coverage and the MIMO textile technology to improve the capacity.
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Figure 4: Relation between the normalized relay location and the achieved capacity at different SNR regimes and antenna configurations, considering $M = R = N$. (a) SNR = −3 dB; (b) SNR = 0 dB; and (b) SNR = 3 dB.
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